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We investigate the class of principal pregeometries (free simplicial geometries w’th 
spanning simplex 1 which form an important subclass of the ~ziass of transversal pregel- 
metries Cfree simplicial geometries). We give a coordinate-free method for imbedding a 
transversal pregeclmetry on a simplex as a free simpficial pregeometty which makes use 
only of the se?-theoretic properties of a presentation of the i!ransvrersal pregeometry. WC 
introduce the notion of an (r, k)_principal set as a generalization of principal basis and 
prove the collectiorn of (r, k)-principal sets of a rank k pregecrmetry, if non-empty, a;: 
the bases of anotiiler pregeometry whose structure is determined. An algorithm for con- 
structing principail set!& isgiven. We then characterize truncations of principal geometries 
in terms of tbr existence of a principal set. We do this by erecting a given pregeometry 
to a free simpliciitl pregeometry with spanning simplex. The erection is the freest of all 
erections of the gi-an pregeometry. 
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simplicial geometry (truncations c f principal geometries), one can also 
consider projections from points on smaller dimensional faces. We plan 
to investigate this in a subsequent paper. 
2. Basic concepts 
I~FI this section we discuss briefly the basic notions of combinatorial 
geometries that will be used in the paper. 
A finite p~g~~~etv~, [ 81 or matroid [ f 31 G(X) consists of a finite set 
of points X along with a closure operator J(e) defined on subsets of 
points which satisfies the exchange property: for any points x, J* and 
any subset P of X, if )t E J(P u {A-)), y 4 J(P), then s E J(P u {y)). A 
St3 t k’ 2 Jf is &..s& or is a flur of G(X) if J(P) = P. A gecarrledry is a pre-8 
geometry in which the empty set and points are closed sets. The lattice 
of flats of the pregeometry C(X) is a geometric lattice, thalt is a semi- 
modular point lattice. Tnis fattice will also be denoted by C(X). Since a 
geometric lattice satisfies the .lordan-Dedekind chain condition, each 
flat F has a well-defmed rank p(F). The rank of P C X is defined by 
p(P) = &l(P)). The rank of G(X) is p(X). The hyperplarm or copoirrts 
of G{(X) are the flats of rank p(X) -I_ 1. A yroyer J’krr is a flat I;’ with 
p(F) @z p(X) --- 1. 
Ilf F is a flat and J(P) ::= F, then P is said to syurz F. A set of points P is 
an iPrdepen&tlr SIY if p(P) = IPI. A. basis of the flat F is an independent 
subset of F that spansF. An independent subset P of F is a basis of F’ if 
p(F) = /Pt. A b asis of G(X) is simply a basis &or the flat X. A set of _ 
points P is deperrdent if it is not independent; minimal dependent sets 
are called circuits. Every proper subset of a circuit is an independent set. 
A point x is a loop if {x) is a dependent set. A point x is an isthmus of 
the flat F if x is in every basis of F. An isthmus of G(X) is a point that 
is in every lbasis of G(X). 
If B is a /basis of 6;(X) and x 4 B, there exists a unique circuit C.G with 
x E cx G B’ U fx); cx is called a fimhner2ta~ circuit with respect to the 
basis B. flat F is cyclic if it has no isthmuses; equivalently, a fl:it F is 
cyclic if every element of F is contained in a circuit lying entireiy in F. 
ise a collection ‘II of subslets of X is the set of bases of a prem 
properly contains another, 
cllefine apregeomeitry on X using the ndw2od~lar it2e- 
if G(X) ii,; a pre-geomef:ry ofrank r and k < r, tthen 
whew ranks arc: not equal to k, k + 1, . . . . I - 1 form 
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containing II). If p E J,(D), it need not be the case that p E J(D) for 
some k-elenngnt subset 1)’ of D. III [ 71, Crapo shows that a set D in 
k-closed if and only if D n F is closed for all flats F of rank k and proves 
the following interes.ting theorem. 
Ttleorem 2.1. A set 9 t-..f subsets (c alled blocks) of the point set 
rar~k  pre~eometry G(X) is the stclt of copoirm of a (k + I)-erectioua of 
G if and on& if 
(0 each block couztaims at Ieust me basis of G(X); 
(ii) em+ bush is contaLrred in a unique block; 
(iii) each block is (k -. 11 )-closed. 
Crapo introduces a partial order on the collection consisting of the 
(k + 1 krectians of the r;9nk k pregectmetrv G(X) and G(X) as FoFlows. 
Let G’(X) and @(X’) be two (k + I)-erections of C(X) with sets tpf co- 
points Vi and <B2, respectively. Then C’(X) < G2(X) if a;ld only if 
each copoint of Q’ ib: contained in a copoint of g2. Crap0 shows that 
using this piartid order the collection of (k + 1 )-erections of G(X) form 
a complete lattice with a least element which is calJ,ed the *free 
(k + 1 )-erecbiort of GM). ft is not difficult to see thlat an independent set 
of any Ck + I)-erection of G(X) is an independent set of the free 
(k + 1 )-erection. Thus the free (k + 1 )-erection contains all other 
(k + I)-erections as rank preserving weak map images (see [ $1 for defi- 
nitions). Jt may happen that a pregeometry has no non-trivial erection; 
for- example, three pairwis,e intersecting lines in the plane can not be 
erected to al rank 4 geometry. 
An important class of pregeometries are the transversal pregeometries 
191. These are defined as follows: Let (Al, . . . . A,) be a family of sub- 
sets of a set X. set T is a transversa! (partial transversal) of (A B, . . . , A, ) 
if there is a bijection (injection) 0: : T’+ (1, . . . . f~) such that x E Aotxp 
(x E T). Hall’s theorem [ t (see ho [ 121) asserts that (A 1, . . 
a trurrwersal if and onl~v if iElAi/Z ill f”orallIG {l,=*.,n). 
kxtion of partial transversals of (A ‘I, . . . e A,,) are the independent sets of 
a transversal pr’?egeo02tWJf. 
h there is a prer;entation (Aj: 1 < i < k) and 
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s and have rank li: - 1 (beCaU% j(X\Ai) T”r Bj = k - I), 
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hull of any proper subset of P’. 1IfX is a kite set of points 
e obtain G combinatorial ge- 
ith closure ape rator J; if it is per”nnitted to repeat 
tly. Let a point x in X be on 
Jke& se’tuacWd with respect 
G(X) provided ;he following is true: For each set 
point of X is freel:yl situated on its face. In su:zh a pre- 
(doubIed). A pregeometry 
f a free simpiicial prege- 
vertices may be deleted). 
qrcssnt any oregeometry on a set X Gth no loops. A 
a principal basis if subsets of B span all cyclic flats 
A pregeometry with a principal 
ski [S] has proved the 
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lowing two statements are equivalent: 
(iv) G(X) is a transversal prcgeometry; 
(v) G(X) -is isumorphic to a free simplicial geometry. 
Some related results are due to Ingleton $111. The method that 
Brylawski uses to identify a transversal pregeometry with a free simplicial 
geometry is algebraic (coordinates) and,the connection between the geo- 
metric definition of a free simplicial geometry and the algebraic represen- 
tation remains in the background. We offer here a coordinate-free algo- 
rithm for identifying a transversal pregeometry with a free simplicial 
geometry which, as in [ 61, uses only the set-theoretic properties of a pre- 
sentation of the transversal pregeometry. 
Let G(X) be a transversal pregeometry on X of rank r with presentt- 
tion(Ai:iEl),wher~i={1,...,~}.Seti;;i=X\Ai(ifI).ketSbear, 
r-simplex in R’-“ with vertex set 13 = {pr) . . . . p,). We label the k-face of 
S spanned tb l : points pi, 9 . . . . pik ti th the set I\ {il y . . . . ik ) . 
Algorithm fir determiwing a free sirnplicial pregeometry isomorphic to 
the truksversul pr4zg4ome try c(X) 
(0) (Preliminary step) For each subset I, of / with II, 1 = r - 1, con- 
sider niE/ , Fi- If this intersection is empty, then we ad,ioin to X a new 
point ~0 and put this new point in the set Ak if IV, = #} (equivalently, 
~0 E F’i if and 0~1~ if i E II). The resulting set of points (X and the new 
points) is denoted by X0 and the resulting pregeometry G(X*) is a trans- 
versal pregeomcfry with presentation (A l, . . . . A,) such that the restrie- 
tion of G(p) to X is the given pregeometry G(X). (Note that we have 
not altered the notations for A,. . . . . A,, F’,, . . . . F, even though new points 
have bee:a dded to these sets.) 
(1) Consider each I, C 1 with Ik,] = r - 1. Identify each point in 
n iEl, Fi with the vertex of S whose label is 1,. In case iEI, Fi contains 
more than one point, each of these points is identified with this vertex: 
this is the only time two different poifnts of X can be identified with the 
same point of the simplex S. 
points which are in 
abel! I#) in such a w;iy that this point lies 
armecl bv points of the simplex previously identified 
es all such points obt airled in steps ( I), . . . . 
with qY . . . . .3-s__l in the present step) if and 
flat contaiws the face of tlrc: simplex with label I&). 
ivlirn at the end of step (I!), such a point can be 
r all pointi in A? not previously considered in steps 
se points form a subset of tht!, isthmuses of G(A?).) 
.Y, and as in previous teps we identify 
e face of S with label (8 (i.e., the interior 
orithm identifies oints of A? with points OF the 
s of the simplex S so identifki will also be denoted 
e~rn~tl~~ on X0 determined by af!ine independence will 
) and its closure operator by J’. 
31 . . 
is an independent set and {x} IJ P is 
on F. If x is ‘1 vertex, th:ls is clearly so; thus we may 
:is the last point in {x} u P that was chosen in the 
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of G’(X). Applying the circuit elimination axiom to the two circuits 
P U Ix), IB n ih;co) U {I y) where y is in both of these circuits but _ * is only 
in the first, we obl):ain acircuit C* with 
Thus every point in C* is chosen in the algorithm before y. But 
.X E J’(c* \ (x) ) and y $! C* \ {x) l Hence by the minimatity restr 
have imposed, F 5 J’(rC’\ {AT}) =/‘(CT*). But since {XI! , P E J’(P), 
hence F’c J’(C”) !Z J’(P) and this is a contradiction. The theorem is 
proved. 
eorem 3.2. G’(X!) = G!XO). 
Proof. We prove the theorem by showing that every circuit of G’(A?) is 
a dependent set of GCX*) and that every circuit of G(XO) is a dependent 
set of G’(XO). 
Let C be a circuit of G9(Xo) with I Cl = A- so t.hat C has rank 
p’(c) = k - I in G’(X*). Let s E C. Since, by Theorem 3.1, G’(X”) is a 
free simpIicia1 geometry and since x E J’(C \ (A-) :I, x $ C \ {.x1: , it follows 
that FX C J’(C \ {x)) = J’(C), where x is UII the face F? Thus 
u F*c J’(c). 
XEC 
Hence UxEc~S n F”) s J’(c), so that 
But Cc J’(U xE$B f~ FX)) since x E J’(l? n F”) so that 
his means that C is a dependent set of G?.X”). The 
3.3. A tranwwsal pregeometry is &morphic to a free sirfipli- * 
heorems 3.1 and 3.2 and the fact that G(X) 
of WP) to x w i4le C’(X) is the restriction of G’(,P) 
‘z this action by E.sema!rking that there is considerable latitude 
rithm. Becwse of heorem 3.2 all yield isomor- 
ne tries. 
e invfestigate a generalization of the notion of a priin- 
lcipal set. As we will see in the next section, a 
the resu:,t of a rincipal basis w’hen a princ!ipi;tI 
efore defining rint:ipal sets we would like: to 
perty of principal bases. We have defined a principa! 
to be a basis eqhose subsets pan all cyclic flats. 
e netit lennrnzl we have that subsets of princilpal 
n. the intersection of cycIic flats. 
is a basis of a pregemzetry G(X) and subs4tS 0fB spwi 
subset FJf if3 spalzs F, r7 . . . n Ft. 
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WC: COIlClUde that p(F) n F2) = JEl n (E’, i7 Jj)l and thus B n (F, n F2) I 
spans F1 n E-2. 
The rest of fhe lemma follows by induction. 
Let now G’(x) be a pregeometry of rank r on set ,I’ with principal 
basis A l Thus G’(X) can be regarded as a free simplicial geometry with 
spanning simplex .4. Consider an integer k with 1 < k < r and t 
geometry G(X) = G;k,(X)i which is the k-trunc!.ttion of G’(X). With 
respect o G(X), A has the following properties: 
(i) i Al = r; 
(ii) if F is any cyclic flat or the intersection of cyclic flats, then 
A r\ F spans F; 
(iii) every k-element subset of A is independent. 
By eonventiov, the empty intersection of cyclic Rats of C(X) is the col- 
lection of ist’ noses of G&. 
Property (ii) is a consequence of the definition of principal bas;is, the 
fact that every proper cyclic flat of G(X) is a cyclx flat of G’(X), and 
Lemma 4.1. Property (iii) is a direct consequence Iof the definition of 
k-truncation. In. the presence OF (iii), (ii) is equivalent o: 
(ii’) A contains a basis of every cyclic flat and A contains the free 
parts of the intersections of cyclic flats. 
We dso note that if F is a proper flat of G(X) wlhich is either cyclic 
or the intersection of cyclic flats, then F n A is a basis of I;‘. 
For any pregeoznetr)v G(X) of rank k and integer 2 /c, I! set A having 
properties (i), (ij) and (iii) is calted an (r. k)-pvin~~~xz2 scjt of G(X). For a 
pregeometry G(X) we denote b:)r Fr(G(X)), or simply FrtG), the set of 
all points which are in the free Ipart of the intersection of some co!!ecti~n 
of cyclic flats. By our convention the set of isthmuses of G<.%‘) is :!! sub- 
et of !Fr(G). Also every (v, k )_prlncipal set contaials F%(G), accord-ing to 
(ii’). Before proving sewmS properties of (I-, k)-prirKipaI sets, we derive 
the foillowing lemma. 
con taiiriing x. 
!~rtd: Ft*(G) G A, F,, is defined. 
proper cyclic flat and 
is ~11 pmper 
we conclulde that y E F” and 
e need to prove that A’ = (A\ ($1) u {y) 
hen ?l:ie only ciscuits containing .y have cardinality 
is case every k elente;n t subset of A ’ is independent. 
cy elk flat . Supp43se 
k. Then J(C) is a proper 
A n J(C) is a basis of 
0 I i 3 
I 
(ii) I $* 1 \ “41 =I I I( 
oaf. ‘Since El q . . . , t;; are proper cyciic flats, for each fl# K G ( 1, . . . . r), 
(f’&~Pi)fiAjisa basisOfCIiEKF;(j= 1 2)and hence 9 
From the inclusion-exclusion principle we conclude (i) holds. From (:i) 
and the fact that IA 1 1 = {A2 I we conclude (ii) also holds. 
eorem 5. &et A 1) A 2 lx? (r, k)-principd sets of ah? pregeonrPtry 
G(X). Let x E R 1 \ A 2, Ther! the exists v E A 2 \ A 1 such that both 
(A 1\(x}) u (y) mci (A2\ q-y)) u {x) are (iv k)-principal sets. 
Since x C’ ~‘12, x $8 Fr(G) and thus E; is defined. Firs;: suppose 
.a;; = X. Applying (ii)1 of Lemma 4.4 to the collection of all proper 
cyclic ‘fiats of G(X), .we conclude there exists y E A z \ A 1 with _v in no 
proper rtyclic fiat of G(X). For this y, F’ = X. 9y Theorem 4.3, 
(A r\ {XI) U {y) and (.A,\ (J)) w {x) are both (I, k)-principal sets. 
NOW suppose Fx is a proper c&W flat. Since & r? A 1 is a basis of 
I$ andI since x E /TX 17 (,411\ A 2 )*, there exists y E F, n (A? \ A r ). Since 
r;CP and I;;, is defined. Since FY C F,, FY is&a proper 
e conclude that 
From (9 of ma 4. and the above rela 
ual and thus that there txists a 
1.\ A 2 ). For this ~1~. Fx ‘Z Fro SQ 
Theorem 4.3 we obtain that (A 1 \(x)) u {_I@ ;ilnd 
Qr, k)principal sets and the theorem is proved. 
cslWm concerning ene:ral properties 9f (r, k)-principal 
‘T(G) From (ii) of Lemma 4.4 applied to 
fiats, we conclude that one (t, k j-prin- 
if all da. By using Theorem 4.3, WC? 
m (r, &principal set not containing C(G), then 
.‘rKa’) there is an (r, &principal Set not containing 
$ Fr(G) but F’ is a proper cyclic 
* , kjqxinckpd set not containing x. 
(r, k)-principal containing x; since 
n Fx is a basis of F”, Since Fx is a cyclic 
(A n F’> such that the fundamental circuit C 
of .I$ must be C. We concBude tha L 
eoretn 4.3, (A i(x)) 3 i:Jj) 
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pregeornetry on X. The isthmuses of this pregeometry are determined 
by Thecorem 4.6. 
The previous theorems contain information concerning properties of 
(I‘, kpprincipal sets. e now describe an algorithm which produces an 
(r, Isc)-principal set of the pregeometry G(X) ~4 rank k if one exists. 
(0) Set A0 equal to Fr(G)., If some j-element subset of A0 (j G k) is 
dependlent, we stop and the construction fails. If not, we proceed to 
step ( 1 )L 
l .* 
(t) Let F be a cyclic flat of rank t. Then IF n A, I1 G t If 
iiI:n A,,1 ! < t, we select t - IF n A,_,I poin& in Fin such a way that 
these points along with the points in P n Cl,,, are a basis of K We do 
this for each cyclic flat of rank t. The set of points so selected along 
with the points in A,__, form a set A,. If some j-element subset of A, 
k) is dependent, we stop and the construction fails. OtherwIse we 
proceed to step (t + 1). 
I.. 
(k) If fAk_~ 1 1 > r, the construction fails. !f 1 Ak_. I 1 = r, the construc- 
tion is c(Bmplete and successful. If I Ak__l( < r and X is not a cyclic flat, 
the construction fails. If f AR_1J Q r, X is a cyclic flat and 
I X \ C(Ci’)l < r - I Ak __ 1 I, the construction fails. Otherwise we select 
I’- 1 Ak._ 1 I points from X \ C(C) so that these points along with the 
points in Ali__ 1 form a set A k ; the constructicln is then Compkte and 
!;uccessful. 
rt(, Ak contains a basis of X. Thus A k is an 
k )-C’rincipal se?, therr the algorithm ca~1 be suck; css- 
definition, Fr(G) = A o is a subset of every (P, k E_prin- 
induction that: there is an I(r, L.Q-principal set equal 
an (r, k)-principal set A which contains At __ 1 
and let .F be rhe cyclic flat of rank t which puts 
If F’ IlalcE rank less than f, tlhcn since F, (7 A, 
would be a dependent subset’of F, - 
1 
.x) 
whiz1-r the algorithm is carried out. Thus1 
= F. Sitscu then F, n A, _. lI is not a billsis of 
Fy n (A b A,_ i ). For this Y, ,FY = Fy ; other- 
ss t&an t spanned by A PI Fy = A, _ 1 6 I;;, and 
enden t subset of A of cardinality at most 
Irem 4.3, (A \ {x)) LJ { y) is an (r, k$-principal set containing 
may repeat this ar’gcment until we obtain an fr, kj-prin- 
ntainin~ A,. This com~Mes t’:le induction and the theorem is 
. Let the pregeometrv C;(X) of rank k Jlave an (r, k)-prin- 
!he co&x*tioj~ of a”ll ir, k)_principal se,i’s are the bases of 
ry G’(Xj. This pregeometry G’(XI is the direct sum 
cm the set Fr(G) and al! the pwgeonzetries C+(F) 
7at and let F equal tl’re union of all the cyclic flats 
I-vperly ( m tair. ed in F and Fr(G ). Then 
~~rn~~ent that xed be made, given the algorithm and 
S, Es that if F is a cyclic flat of rank t, then 
asis of F if a.rd only if P is a subset of F \ F’ with 
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(Z?) Brylawski [t;] gives a method for determining a principal basis 
whose vierification depends on a certain inequality which he proves holds 
for principal pregeometries. Our algorithm when restricted to the case 
IP = k, appears; to be different. 
5. Erections of pregeometries with principal sets 
in the last section we have seen that if a pregeometry G(X) is the 
k-truncation of a rank r principal pregeometry (a free slimplicial prege- 
ometry with spanning simplex), then G(X) has an (r. k)-principal set. In 
this section we sho~v that this property characterizes truncations of prin- 
cipal pregeometries. We do this by erecting a pregeometry with an (;, k)- 
principal set to a f’see simplicial geometry wil:h spanning simplex of 
rank r. The erected gregeometry that we construct is actually the free 
erection of G(X) to rank P in tht: sense of Crapo [ 73. 
Let G(X) be a pregeometry of rank k with closure operator J and rank 
function p, and et A be an (r, k)_principal set of G(A7 with r > k. We 
construct a collection of subsets of X, called blocks, which we sh!Dw are 
the hyperpEan,es lofa pregeometry G@+‘)(X) with (G(kt”)&X) = G(X) 
and with A an (I, k )-principal set of G @+“)(X). The blocks are of two 
types: 
(a) Jk _ s (P) fc+ each k-element subset P of A, provided Jk_, lI (P) is 
cyclic. These blocks are called c*~vclic blocks. 
(b) The maximal set; of the form If u {x}, where N is a hyperpla:le 
of G(X) and x E X\ W, provided these sets are not contained in any 
block of (a). We note that if &._ l (P) is not cyclic, then .Jk _1 (a) = I!? L) (x) 
where H is a hyperplane and x $4 H. 
The bllock s tztn be algorithmically constructed as follows. 
(0) Construct J k _ i (f) fcr each k-elcmt?nt subset I’ of AI. 
( 1) Ccrnstruct H w (x), where H is a cyclic hyperpllantz: of G(X) and 
x 4 H, and take only those no; contained in sets of step (0). 
(j) Construct H 
j ,- 1 isthmuses, an 
(CO , .**. (j - 1 I* 
block constru@te in step (j) properly 
any of the previous tep, or ‘another 
erly cmtaine,d in N, u {X Ir . . . , X;} u {x) 
its; a hyperplane of C(X) with EY, its c:j& part. 
et of P not containin. x. Then 
of G(X) contained iu H, u (xl . . . , _ri) .
lld (Jk _l(P)I 2 If? U [Xl, l m** Xi)UIX)l 
yi) C.: { y} is property contaimd in 
(,pl! I, . . , yi) and H, U (Xl, . . . t A$ are 
II t:leir respective cyclic parts, and 
pi(K, ). Regarded his a set, 
ist’hmus. Hence kKl G HI. Hence 
=: K, and i =: j. But then 
1 )-closed by definitim. Con- 
is a hyperplane of G(X) and 
F . . . , xj) where HI is the cy Aic part of M If 
63 = (x,, . . . . xi, x) so that 8 
1: tF_\e block H u (x). 
!d. Then tkre must exist a 
I u (x) U {J!} and K’I < k. 
ence 
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But we claim that (cl{ J))\ B = D is a basis of HI PI J(C); it surely is an 
indeperldent set. Suyposz there were w E (H, n J(C)) \ 13 such that 
{w} w D is an indepertdolat set. Since 8 consists of isthmuses of H w (x} ,, 
{w} U D u B is an inckpendent subset of J(C), of cardinality qua1 to 
t Cl and tf~is is a cont~rac%ction. Hence D is a basis of H, kr J(C) and 
We calcttllate Ithat 
=p(H1) + tblt = k. 
But now &._,I (R n (I?‘, U d’(C))) is a block of the type of Lemma 5. t 
are both cyclic. This block contains; H u {Ix} w (y} and 
this contradicts the fact that H w {x} is a block. 
of. Tt3e ou tiine of tlae proof is as follows. It is clear that K C Jk__ I1 (P). 
show that H’C have ~?yu,ality by proving that K is (k - - I)-closed, an.8 
we do this by showing that K n N is a flat for every hyperplane ICP of 
G(X). 
a hyperyrtane with at least one isthmus, say N = If, U B, 
is the non-emp’!:y set of isthmuses of N. Suppose Y $ II! n K but 
LJ (B n K). By (i), HI n K is a fiat. Thus 
(lir n K) u (_v) SUCK tbt C n (B n K) # $3. 
1 sea that v E IV and C c*H. Ncsw C is a circuit in H 
e <rlf the is&muses in B and this is a contradiction. 
luck Icontains a basis of G(X). 
strutted irli (a) contain a rk-element subset of’A 
CX)I. The biIocks constructed in (b) are unions of a 
with a point not in the hyperplane and hence c,3n- 
asis is in some block follows easily from the de- 
r, if B is a basis, consider B \ (x) for some x E B. 
containing .x and then H u {x) is 
w that evcxy basis! is contained in at most one block by 
istirxt blocks intersect in a set of rank at most k - 1. 
=J(p,) be two cyclic blocks where 
ofA. SinceKin A=Pj[i= 1,2), 
cc)nsider x E KB fl K2. Since x E K, , 
t spanned by F1 n PI. Likewise 
t spanned by F2 n P2. Hence 
r flat spanned by (F, n Fz) n A 
is spanned by the set 
is is a contradiction. 
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eorem 5.6. L et G(X) be Q pregeometry o.f rank k with GUI (r, k)-prin- 
cipal set A. Then the blocks of (a) snd (b) are precisely the set of hyper- 
planes qfa rank k + I pregeometry G’@+‘)(X) where (C$+“)o,(X) = G(X) 
and where A is an (r, k + 1) principal set of Gqk'x'(X). 
Prouf. That there exists a rank k =+ 1 pregeometry c’“+‘)(X) for which 
the blocks of (a) and (b) are the hyperplanes and where the k-truncation 
of (Y,?)(X) is G(X) is an immediate consequence of the theorem of 
Crapo and Lemmas 5.2,S.d and 5.5. We have left to show that A is an 
(r, k + 1 )-pri:rcipal set of e (‘+l)(X). For thi!s we need to show that A 
spans all cyclic flats of G (k+l)(X) and their intersections, and that every 
(k + 1 )-element subset of A is independent in C’k+,‘)(X). l 
Every cyclic flat F of G “+l)(X) of ran]; le is than X: is a cyclic flat of 
G(X) and hence is spanned by A n F. Now consider a cyclic hyperplarle 
M of G@+‘)(X). Then H = J k_ 1 (P), a block of type (a,), where P is a k-de- 
ment subset of A. By Lemma 5.3, such hy erplanes are unions of proper 
cyclic flats of G(IY) and the result folfows. But likewise the intersection 
of cyclic flats of G ‘(k+L)(X) are unions of in M-sections of proper cyclic 
flats of G(X), so that for any such intersection D, D n A spans II 
Now consider a (k + t )-element subset A’ of A. If A' were not an inde- 
pendent set in G (kt1)(X) then A’ spans a hyperplane N of Cfk+“(X). 
Write H = N t LI i? where’Hl is the cyclic par!: of II. But then 
so that IH n A’1 G p(M1) + Ii31 = k. But this is a contradiction since 
A’ !Z H. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
WNWII 5.7. Let G(X) be a pregeometry of rank k. Then C(X) is the 
k-truncation of a principal pregeometrv of rank r (2 k) if and onlv if _ 
- G(X) has an (r, k)-principal set. 
e have already observed that the k-truncation of a ran 
an (r, k~principal set. 
has an @, k~pr~n~i~a~ set A, then s 
principal basis. 
A is an, Qr, k + 2)-prin- 
meby for which A is 
(l’(X), ij’y is an 
th j’ notm iduws of F, thm 
), Hence, by induc- 
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cannot be a circuit of C(X) for any 5 E P with IDI q< k. Since each 
D C P with ilpl = k is a basis of G(X). x u D is a circuit for all such 
The converse is immediat’e from Lemsna 5.8. 
The next theorem contains as a special ease the fact that the pregeom- 
etry G@+‘)(X) is the free erection of G(X) to rank k + 1. 
eorem §.fO.Let G(X)beapregeon~etry ofrmk k with tzn (r, k)- 
principafsetA.Let k <I< r. Let G*(X) be any pregeornetrv of rank 1 
whose k-trmc’ation is G(X). Then given any flat F 0~~ G(‘,(,Y) of rtink t 
(0 < t < I), there exists a flat F” of G*(X) of rank t with F” G FG. Tht4:t 
@(X) is the f’reest pregeunletry of rank 1 which tn4ncates to G(X). 
oaf. By Lemma 5.9, any flat F of c”)(X) which is spannecl hy a sub- 
set of 1$ satisfies the conclusion of the theorem. Also any proper flat I; 
of G(Xj IS a flat of G*(XJ, and the conclusion follows trivially. Since 
the flats of G(‘)(X) to which Lemma 5.9 applies includes all cyclic flats 
of G”)(X), we need only rzonsider flats F of CF(X) of rank l 
(k 6 t < I) which have at least one isthmus. Consider such a flat F and 
write F = F w B where B is the non-empty free part of IF and the rank 
of Ft in G J-1 IX) is t, < t. Then, by Lemma 5.9, Fr (5 Ft where FF is a 
fiat of G*(X) wbse rank does not exceed tl. If p” denotes the rank 
function of G*(X), we have that F G Fp u I? so that 
Thus F’spans in C*(X) a flat of rank at most t, and the theoreim is proved. 
e 
ith some examples that illustrate the theory 
the affine gesmetry crf rank 3 depicted in 
lines are il:lustrated. There are no cyclic 
ian 4 to determine a:ny principal sets. The 
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e! 
a 
b 
Fig. 3. 
There are other erections of C(X) in which A2 is a (4,4)-principal 
set or principal basis, but these are less free. These are accomplished by 
placing the point k in the interior of one of the 3-faces of the simplex 
so that k is on no three point lines. In Fig. 3 this is illustrated for one ,af 
the 3-faces. 
‘3. The rank 4* geometry illustrated in Fig. 4 is an :;!xampie 
of a geometry which has no (r, 4)-principal set for any P i 
In the algorithm for constructing principal sets, A 1 =:: -[ 
and the pointsa, !A C, d form a dependent set, so that the algorithm 
fails. Thus no free simplicial geometr!f of any rank can truncate to this 
eometry. 
e 
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